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1. Introduction
Our research objective is to find an efficient algorithm for the independence number
of a graph. Graphs can be used to model molecular structure [14, 19], the World
Wide Web [43], social networks [39], GPS satellite communications [9], and the
possibility of unambiguous message communication in a channel [34]. Calculating
the independence number of a graph can lead to predictions of molecular stability
[46], optimal network configuration, and the probability of unambiguous message
transmission. Stable fullerenes have been shown to minimize their independence
number; this is one of the best predictors of fullerene stability [17]. The independence
number of a graph is a central concept of two of the most studied and important
problems in graph theory: the P vs. NP question [18], and Hadwiger’s Conjecture
[15, 37, 11]. Many families of combinatorial objects including error-correcting codes,
set packings in Hamming spaces, and balanced incomplete block designs can be
viewed as maximum independent sets [42].
No efficient algorithm is known for computing the independence number of a general graph; all known algorithms require an exponential number of steps (as a function
of the graph’s representation). Many graph invariants, most famously the matching number [16], can be computed efficiently. Computing the independence number
is computationally equivalent to hundreds of other widely-studied problems, and of
enormous practical importance; these include scheduling, routing, and data storage
problems [18], where small theoretical advances can lead to large practical payoffs.
While most researchers believe that no algorithm is possible for the efficient calculation of the independence number of a general graph (and, equivalently, that P6=NP),
some, including Bollobás, think an algorithm is possible, that P=NP [6]. In any case
there is a class of graphs, perhaps not all, where the independence number can be
computed efficiently. It is of great importance to identify this class.
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The independence number can be efficiently computed for all graphs with up to n
vertices, for some n. There will necessarily be graphs with n+1 vertices which are
“difficult” with respect to existing independence number theory—a well-developed
theory consisting of α-bounds, α-properties, and α-reductions. We will identify these
difficult graphs, find new α-bounds, α-properties, and α-reductions, partly by computer identification of stable blocks, and by the use of automated conjecture-making
programs. After difficult graphs are identified, the goal is to extend the theory to
cover these difficulties. This process is then iterated.
Existing theory of the independence number include exact and approximate algorithms for calculating the independence number [22, 20, 3, 21, 24, 25], bounds,
structure (including, for instance, well-covered graphs [49, 48, 23]), and asymptotics
on random graphs [5, 7]. A large number of independence number bounds have been
reported in the mathematical literature over the last 40 years. Lovász has written, “Deriving sharper and sharper upper bounds, more and more insight could be
gained into the nature of independence number (a procedure vaguely reminiscent of
the expansion of a function into, say, a Fourier series” [35].
While there are many NP-hard invariants, and hundreds of papers developing
theory and algorithms for these, this proposed project represents a novel approach.
There has been a reasonable amount of research on algorithms for the independence
number of a graph; the goal in this case has been to improve the speed of existing
algorithms and, hence, the size of graphs where the independence number can be
calculated. This project proposes instead to identify exactly where existing independence number theory breaks down in the efficient calculation of the independence
number of a graph, and then to improve the theory.

2. Background, Motivation, and Problem Description
An independent set in a graph is set of vertices which are pairwise non-adjacent;
the independence number (or stability number ) of a graph is the cardinality of a
maximum independent set. The following notation is used throughout: the vertex
set of a graph G is V (G), the order of G is n = n(G) = |V (G)|, the set of neighbors of
a vertex v is N (v), the set of neighbors of a set S ⊆ V (G) in G is N (S) = ∪u∈S N (u),
the graph induced on S is G[S], and the independence number is α = α(G). All
graphs are assumed to be finite and simple.
Several well-known graph invariants are closely related to the independence number. Some are computationally equivalent: an algorithm for any of these invariants
can be efficiently converted into an algorithm for independence number. The clique
number of a graph is the independence number of its complement. The covering
number and the independence number sum to the number of vertices of the graph.
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Figure 1. The graph on the left is Buckminsterfullerene. Of 1812 C60
isomers it is the only stable one, and the unique one which minimizes its
independence number. The black vertices are a maximum independent
set. The molecule on the right is tetrahedral C100 , the lone 100-atom
IPR which minimizes its independence number (of 285, 914 isomers).
Fajtlowicz and Larson predict this to be the stable 100-atom isomer
[17].

Less directly, the domination number of a graph is never more than the independence
number, and the product of the independence number and the chromatic number is
at least the number of vertices of the graph.
A lower bound for the independence number of a graph is a graph invariant l
such that, for every graph G, l(G) ≤ α(G). Similarly, an upper bound for the
independence number is a graph invariant u such that, for every graph G, α(G) ≤
u(G). Many efficiently computable upper and lower bounds, called α-bounds here,
have been published and these are surveyed in the following section. They can be
used to predict the value of α. Suppose l1 , l2 , . . . , lk are efficiently computable lower
bounds for the independence number of a graph; then l = max{l1 , l2 , . . . , lk } is also
an efficiently computable lower bound for the independence number. Similarly, if
u1 , u2 , . . . , um are efficiently computable upper bounds for the independence number,
then u = min{u1 , u2 , . . . , um } is also an efficiently computable upper bound for the
independence number. For some graphs G, l(G) = u(G) and, in such cases, it
follows that the independence number α(G) = l(G) = u(G) can be directly computed
from its bounds. For instance, consider the graph consisting of the cycle C4 with a
diagonal. It is known that, for every graph αc ≤ α and, for every graph, α ≤ αf ,
where αc is the critical independence number and αf is the fractional independence
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number. These bounds are both efficiently computable and, for this graph, equal 2.
Thus the theory implies that α = 2.
New efficiently computable independence number bounds are also of practical interest: they can lead to faster independence number computations. New bounds can
lead to new exact predictions of the independence number of a graph, without any
need for computer search of subsets of vertices or calculating independence numbers of subgraphs of the given graph. If it is known that α must lie in the interval
[l, u] then only subsets of sizes in this range must be considered. In some instances
theoretical upper and lower bounds for α can be used to predict the independence
number with no further search (in this case the theory predicts that α lies in an
interval where l = u). It is known that the independence of a graph is equal to the
larger of the independence numbers of two proper subgraphs [51]. So computation of
the independence number depends on the computation of the independence number
of two proper subgraphs G1 and G2 . If the theoretical bounds predict that either of
these has independence number no more than l then no further computation for that
graph is needed and, if the theoretical bounds imply that one of these graphs has
independence number u then the original graph must have independence number u.
The current fastest algorithm for the independence number of a graph whose
computational complexity is known is due to Robson; the complexity is O(2.276 ) [50].
Research on exact algorithms begins with the 1977 paper of Tarjan and Trojanowski
[51]; this research has progressed steadily [50, 4, 45, 44, 1, 8], with the current fastest
program being Östergård’s CLIQUER program [41, 40].
A decision problem belongs to class P if there is a polynomial time algorithm
for determining the answer to an instance the problem (as a function of the input
size). A decision problem belongs to NP roughly if a solution to the problem can be
checked in polynomial time. The INDEPENDENT SET decision problem is, given a
graph G and an integer k, to determine whether the graph contains an independent
set of size at least k. This problem belongs to NP. While no efficient algorithm
is known for answering this question, it is possible, given an independent set, to
determine in polynomial time if the given set has the required size. This problem
is one of the Millennium Problems [13], with an accompanying million dollar prize
for its resolution. If P=NP then there is an efficiently computable upper bound u
and lower bound l so that l = α = u. If P6=NP then this is not possible but there
will still be a large class of graphs for which such bounds exist—and it remains of
mathematical importance to characterize this class.
A graph property P is an α-property if it can both be determined efficiently (1)
whether or not an arbitrary graph has that property and, (2) in the case the graph
does have property P , whether the independence number of the graph can be computed efficiently. An example of an α-property is the property of being bipartite. It
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can be determined efficiently whether a graph is bipartite and also what its matching
number µ is [36]; the König-Egerváry Theorem says that if a graph is bipartite then
α = n − µ, so α can be computed efficiently.
An α-reduction is an efficient transformation of an independence number calculation on a graph G into one on a graph or graphs with fewer vertices. So, for instance,
if G has a pendant vertex v, it can be included in some maximum independent set;
so α(G) = 1 + α(G − N [v]); that is, the problem of finding the independence number
for G can be reduced to that of finding the independence number for the smaller
graph G − N [v].
An important idea in calculating the independence number of a graph G is to try to
partition the vertices into non-trivial sets A and B so that α(G) = α(G[A])+α(G[B]).
What is always true, for any partition, is that α(G) ≤ α(G[A]) + α(G[B]). Let
the border of a set of vertices S in a graph G, denoted Bord(S), be the vertices
which are adjacent to vertices in V − S. The interior of S in G, denoted Int(S),
is the set of vertices in S which are not adjacent to any vertices in V − S; so
Int(S) = S − Bord(S). So, for every set S, α(G) ≥ α(G[Int(S)]) + α(G[V − S]).
Since α(G) ≤ α(G[S]) + α(G[V − S]), equality holds, and it is possible to reduce the
original independence number problem to that on proper subgraphs—in the case that
there is a non-trivial set of vertices S with the property that α(G[S]) = α(G[Int(S)]).
Such a set S is called a stable block. So it is useful to have efficient algorithms for
finding stable blocks; some are discussed below. If S is a stable block in a graph G
then the problem of finding the independence number for G can be reduced to that
of finding the independence numbers of the two smaller graphs G[S] and G[V − S].

2.1. König-Egerváry Theory and Fractional Independence. One example of
an α-reduction leads to the identification of a stable block and has a wide variety
of applications. An independent set of vertices Ic is a critical independent set if
|Ic | − |N (Ic )| ≥ |J| − |N (J)|, for any independent set J. The definition of a critical
independent set is due to Zhang [52], who showed that these could be found in
polynomial time. The theory was then further developed by Ageev in [2]. A graph
may contain critical independent sets of different cardinalities. A graph consisting of
a single edge (K2 , the complete graph on two vertices) has critical independent sets of
cardinalities 0 and 1. For some graphs the only critical independent set is the empty
set; K3 is an example. A maximum critical independent set is a critical independent
set of maximum cardinality. It is easy to verify that, for any graph with at least three
vertices, a maximum critical independent set must contain all pendant vertices; so
a maximum critical independent set is a generalization of the set of pendants. The
critical independence number of a graph G, denoted αc = αc (G), is the cardinality of
a maximum critical independent set. The author showed that maximum cardinality
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critical independent sets, and thus αc , can be found in polynomial-time [26]. Clearly
αc is a lower bound for α.
Butenko and Trukhanov showed that any critical independent set can be extended
to a maximum independent set [10]. This result led to a number of recent papers
[30, 32, 33, 31, 26, 27, 29, 12]. A maximum critical independent set in a graph is
not unique but the union of a maximum independent set and its neighbors is unique,
yielding the following Independence Decomposition Theorem (IDT) [27].
Theorem 2.1. For any graph G, there is a unique set X ⊆ V (G) such that
(1) α(G) = α(G[X]) + α(G[X c ]),
(2) G[X] is a König-Egerváry graph,
(3) for every non-empty independent set I in G[X c ], |N (I)| > |I|, and
(4) for every maximum critical independent set Jc of G, X = Jc ∪ N (Jc ).
A König-Egerváry (KE) graph is a graph where the independence number α and
the matching number µ sum to the order n; they are generalizations of bipartite
graphs. KE graphs have been widely studied, have a number of nice properties,
can be identified in polynomial time and, significantly, their independence numbers can be computed in polynomial time [12]. Figure ?? provides an example of
a decomposition according to the theorem. The vertices Ic = {a, b} form a maximum cardinality critical independent set The sets X = Ic ∪ N (Ic ) = {a, b, c, d} and
X c = V \ X = {e, f, g} induce a decomposition of the graph which has the property
that G[X] is a KE graph and G[X c ] has the property that every non-empty independent set has more neighbors than the cardinality of the set. The set X in this
decomposition is necessarily a stable block: since Ic ⊆ Int(X) ⊆ X, it follows that
α(G[X]) = α(G[Int(X)]). The graph in Figure ?? is an example of a graph where
the problem of calculating its independence number can be efficiently α-reduced.
Jack Edmonds conjectured that the theory of critical independent sets and the
IDT are equivalent to results on the linear programming relaxation of the integer
programming formulation of the independence number problem due to Nemhauser,
Trotter, Picard and Queyranne [38, 47]. This was proved by Larson [28]. The
interaction between these theories may prove fruitful.
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Figure 2. The sets X = {a, b, c, d} and X c = {e, f, g} provide the unique
decomposition guaranteed by the Independence Decomposition Theorem.
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